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Abstract
For a profinite group G, we define an SrrGss-module to be

a certain type of G-spectrum X built from an inverse system
tXiui of G-spectra, with each Xi naturally a G{Ni-spectrum,
where Ni is an open normal subgroup and G – limiG{Ni. We
define the homotopy orbit spectrum XhG and its homotopy
orbit spectral sequence. We give results about when its E2-term
satisfies Ep,q

2 – limiHppG{Ni, πqpXiqq. Our main result is that
this occurs if tπ˚pXiqui degreewise consists of compact Haus-
dorff abelian groups and continuous homomorphisms, with each
G{Ni acting continuously on πqpXiq for all q. If πqpXiq is addi-
tionally always profinite, then the E2-term is the continuous
homology of G with coefficients in the graded profinite pZrrGss-
module π˚pXq. Other results include theorems about Eilenberg-
Mac Lane spectra and about when homotopy orbits preserve
weak equivalences.

1. Introduction

Let G be a finite group and letX be a (left, naive) G-spectrum. Then the homotopy
orbit spectrum XhG is defined to be hocolimGX, the homotopy colimit of theG-action
onX (see, for example, [14, page 42]). Furthermore, there is a homotopy orbit spectral
sequence

HppG, πqpXqq ùñ πp`qpXhGq,

where the E2-term is the group homology of G, with coefficients in the graded G-
module π˚pXq ([15, Section 5.1]). In this paper, under certain hypotheses, we extend
these constructions to the case where G is a profinite group (at the end of this section,
we give a discussion of related work).

After making a few comments about notation, we summarize the contents of this
paper. We follow the convention that all of our spectra are in Spt, the category
of Bousfield-Friedlander spectra of simplicial sets. We use p´qf to denote functorial
fibrant replacement in the category of spectra: for any spectrum Z, there is a natural
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map Z Ñ Zf that is a weak equivalence, with Zf fibrant. Also, “holim” always denotes
the version of the homotopy limit of spectra that is constructed levelwise in the
category of simplicial sets, as defined in [3] and [22, 5.6].

In Section 2, for a finite group G, we use the fact that the homotopy colimit of
a diagram of pointed simplicial sets is the diagonal of the simplicial replacement
of the diagram, to obtain an alternative formulation of the homotopy orbits. Then,
in Section 3, we use this formulation to define the homotopy orbit spectrum for a
profinite group G and a certain type of G-spectrum X, the category of which we now
define. We point out that the concept of SrrGss-module in the following definition
was essentially first formulated by Mark Behrens.

Definition 1.1. Given a profinite group G, let tNiu :“ tNiui, indexed by tiu, be a
cofinal subcollection of all the open normal subgroups of G, so that the diagram
tG{Niu of finite discrete groups is an inverse system and there is the canonical iso-
morphism G – limiG{Ni of topological groups. We fix the collection tNiu. We define

SrrGss :“ holim
i

pSrG{Nisqf,

where for each i, SrG{Nis :“ S0 ^ pG{Niq`. Here, S0 is the sphere spectrum and
more detail about SrG{Nis is in Definition 2.1. Let

tXiui

be an inverse system of G-spectra and G-equivariant maps indexed over tiu, such that
for each i, the G-action on Xi factors through G{Ni (so that Xi is a G{Ni-spectrum)
and Xi is a fibrant spectrum. Then there is the G-spectrum

X “ holim
i

Xi,

and the pair ptXiui,holimiXiq is an SrrGss-module. Such pairs are the objects of the
category of SrrGss-modules. Let ptYiui,holimi Yiq be an SrrGss-module and let

τ : tXiui Ñ tYiui

be a natural transformation of diagrams of G-spectra, where for each i, there is the
component τi : Xi Ñ Yi of τ . There is the induced G-equivariant map

holim
i

τi : holim
i

Xi Ñ holim
i

Yi

of spectra, and the pair pτ,holimi τiq is a morphism of SrrGss-modules

ptXiui,holim
i

Xiq Ñ ptYiui,holim
i

Yiq.

Definition 4.1 defines composition of morphisms, completing the definition of the
category of SrrGss-modules. This category depends on the fixed family tNiu, but we
do not mention tNiu explicitly in the term “category of SrrGss-modules.”

Example 1.2. In Definition 1.1, letG act on eachG{Ni in the natural way and trivially
on S0, so that each SrG{Nis is a G{Ni-spectrum. Then so is each pSrG{Nisqf, by
functoriality, and hence, the pair ptpSrG{Nisqfui, SrrGssq is an SrrGss-module.
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Remark 1.3. Given a profinite group G, the expression “let X “ holimiXi be an
SrrGss-module” and natural variations of this expression mean that as in Defini-
tion 1.1, there is a fixed family tNiui and an SrrGss-module ptXiui,holimiXiq, with
X “ holimiXi.

After defining the homotopy orbit spectrum XhG for an arbitrary SrrGss-module
X “ holimiXi, we show in Remarks 3.7 and 3.8 that this construction agrees with the
classical definition when G is finite. In Theorem 4.5, we prove that given a morphism
pτ,holimi τiq of SrrGss-modules, as in Definition 1.1, if holimi τi is a weak equivalence
of spectra, then the induced map

pholim
i

XiqhG Ñ pholim
i

YiqhG

is a weak equivalence. Here, when it is additionally true that the map limi π˚pτiq is a
bijection, Corollary 4.6 describes three scenarios that imply that holimi τi is a weak
equivalence.

We need the following notation. Let G be any profinite group and let pZ denote
limně1 Z{nZ, the profinite completion of the integers and a commutative profinite

ring. Then the complete group algebra pZrrGss is defined by

pZrrGss “ lim
NŸoG

pZrG{N s,

where the inverse limit is over all the open normal subgroups of G and each pZrG{N s

is the group algebra. Let B be a profinite left pZrrGss-module. Given a profinite right
pZrrGss-module A, there is the complete tensor product Apb

pZrrGss
B. By equipping pZ

with the trivial right G-action, we regard pZ as a profinite right pZrrGss-module. When
p ě 0, let

Hc
ppG,Bq :“ Tor

pZrrGss
p ppZ, Bq

denote the pth continuous homology group of G, with coefficients in B. Here, the Tor
group is defined in either of the usual two ways: for example, one can take the pth
left derived functor of p´qpb

pZrrGss
B and apply it to pZ. For more information about

the material in this paragraph, one helpful reference is [18, Chapters 5, 6].

Now we state a result that consists of Theorems 5.2 and 5.5 and Corollary 5.6.

Theorem 1.4. Let G be any profinite group and let X “ holimiXi be an SrrGss-
module. Then there is a homotopy orbit spectral sequence having the form

Ep,q
2 ùñ πp`qpXhGq,

where Ep,q
2 is the pth homology of a certain Moore complex pspecified in Theorem 5.2q.

If for every integer t,

• the inverse system tπtpXiqui consists of compact Hausdorff abelian groups and
continuous homomorphisms, and

• for each i, the induced action of the discrete group G{Ni on the compact Haus-
dorff space πtpXiq is continuous,
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then there is the isomorphism

Ep,q
2 – lim

i
HppG{Ni, πqpXiqq. (1)

Additionally, if for every t and i, πtpXiq is a profinite group, then

Ep,q
2 – Hc

ppG, πqpXqq. (2)

Remark 1.5. The coefficients on the right-hand side of (2) deserve some explanation.
In this situation, the two paragraphs after the proof of Theorem 5.5 explain that
for every integer q, the canonical G-equivariant map πqpXq Ñ limi πqpXiq is an iso-

morphism of abelian groups and the target is a profinite pZrrGss-module. Thus, we
identify the G-module πqpXq with limi πqpXiq, and in this way, πqpXq is a profinite
pZrrGss-module.

Remark 1.6. In the context of Theorem 1.4, suppose that M is a G{Ni-module for
some i. IfM is finite, then whenM is equipped with the discrete topology, the G{Ni-
action on M is continuous. Thus, if holimiXi is an SrrGss-module with πtpXiq finite
for every integer t and all i, then we assign each πtpXiq the discrete topology and the
isomorphism in (2) holds.

To go further, we explain a condition that can be helpful to place on G. Recall that
a topological space Y is countably based if there is a countable family B of open sets,
such that each open set of Y is a union of members of B. Then, if G is a countably
based profinite group, by [25, Proposition 4.1.3], G has a chain

N0 ě N1 ě N2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ (3)

of open normal subgroups, such that G – limiě0G{Ni.

Example 1.7. Let G be a compact p-adic analytic group. Then G is a profinite group
with an open subgroup H of finite rank, by [6, Corollary 8.34]. Hence, by [6], G has
finite rank, and thus, is finitely generated, so that G is a countably based profinite
group.

Definition 1.8. Let G be a countably based profinite group and let tNiuiě0 be a
chain as in (3), so that G – limiě0G{Ni. Also, suppose that

X0 Ð X1 Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ Ð Xi Ð ¨ ¨ ¨

is a tower ofG-spectra andG-equivariant maps such that with respect to the collection
tNiuiě0, the pair ptXiuiě0,holimiXiq is an SrrGss-module. Notice that each Xi is a
G{Ni-spectrum in the way prescribed by Definition 1.1. Then we refer to the pair
ptXiuiě0,holimiXiq as a countably based SrrGss-module.

Remark 1.9. The expression “letX “ holimiXi be a countably based SrrGss-module”
and its natural variations mean that there is G and a fixed chain tNiuiě0, which are as
in Definition 1.8, and there is a countably based SrrGss-module ptXiuiě0,holimiXiq,
with X “ holimiXi.

When K is a finite group and Y is any spectrum equipped with the trivial K-
action, the K-action on itself makes Y rKs (see Definition 2.1) a K-spectrum, and
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there is an equivalence

pY rKsqhK :“ hocolim
K

Y rKs » Y (4)

(for example, see [20, page 127]). Now let G be a countably based profinite group.
Given an arbitrary spectrum Z, in Definition 3.9 we recall from chromatic homotopy
theory the construction of ZrrGss, an analogue of Y rKs, and we explain that ZrrGss

and its underlying tower of G-spectra form a countably based SrrGss-module. In
Theorem 3.10, we show that there is an equivalence

pZrrGssqhG » Z,

giving an analogue of (4). For example, it follows that with respect to tNiuiě0, as in
Definition 1.8,

pSrrGssqhG » S0.

As suggested by Theorem 1.4, we do not have, in general, a compact homological
label for the E2-term of the homotopy orbit spectral sequence. Thus, for the general
situation, Theorem 5.7 isolates two key hypotheses that yield the isomorphism in (1).

Now suppose that G is countably based and let holimiXi be a countably based
SrrGss-module. In this case, the situation with the E2-term is better, and we prove
in Theorem 6.3 that for any integer q, the groups E˚,q

2 fit into a long exact sequence
in which the other terms are homology groups of complexes that are algebraically
more meaningful than the complex for the general E2-term. Theorem 6.4 shows that
in this long exact sequence, the term to the left of E0,q

2 is lim1
i pπq`1pXiqqG{Ni

, where
each p´qG{Ni

is the coinvariants functor. Now we fix q. There is a tower tCpqqiui of
non-negatively graded chain complexes, such that for each i, there are isomorphisms

H˚pCpqqiq – H˚pG{Ni, πqpXiqq,

where the left-hand side consists of the homology groups of Cpqqi. Here, “Cpqqi”
is abbreviated notation for a key construction that appears, for example, in (13)
and (15). In Corollary 6.7, we prove that if lim1

i πq`1pXiq “ 0, then there is an iso-
morphism

E˚,q
2

–
ÝÑ H˚plim

i
Cpqqiq.

For each l ě 0, let Cpqqi,l denote the lth group of chains of Cpqqi. Theorem 6.9 and
Remark 6.10 imply that if

• the tower tCpqqi,lui of abelian groups satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition for
each l ě 0,

• lim1
i πq`1pXiq “ 0, and

• for each i, πqpXiq is a finitely generated G{Ni-module,

then there is an isomorphism

E˚,q
2

–
ÝÑ lim

i
H˚pG{Ni, πqpXiqq.

This last isomorphism is used to obtain Corollary 7.3, which is discussed briefly below.
Now we give a definition that is an analogue for abelian groups of part of the

concept of an SrrGss-module.
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Definition 1.10. Let G be any profinite group and, as in Definition 1.1, let tNiu

be a fixed cofinal subcollection of all the open normal subgroups of G, indexed by a
directed poset tiu. If tAiu is an inverse system in the category of G-modules indexed
by tiu, such that for each i, the G-action on Ai factors through G{Ni (thus, Ai is a
G{Ni-module), then we call tAiu a nice inverse system of G-modules.

When A is an abelian group, we let HpAq denote the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spec-
trum. Now let tAiu be a nice inverse system of G-modules. We show in Section 7
that the pair ptHpAiqu,holimiHpAiqq is an SrrGss-module and by (17), the E2-term
of the homotopy orbit spectral sequence, in general, can be simplified somewhat.
Theorem 7.2 notes a condition that implies that

π˚ppholim
i

HpAiqqhGq – lim
i
H˚pG{Ni, Aiq,

and when G is countably based, Corollary 7.3 gives hypotheses that yield this condi-
tion. This last result builds on a suggestion to the first author by Mark Behrens and
his suggestion was the initial motivation for Section 7.

In [16], the second author used the technique in the proof of Theorem 6.3 to
study the E2-term of a certain Adams-type spectral sequence for π˚pLKpnqY q, where
LKpnqY is the Bousfield localization with respect to the nth Morava K-theory Kpnq

of an arbitrary spectrum Y . This technique again yields a long exact sequence and
the second author studies its relationship to previous results in the literature about
when this spectral sequence has E2-term given by continuous cohomology.

Others have investigated homotopy orbits for profinite groups. In [7], Halvard
Fausk studies homotopy orbits in the setting of pro-orthogonal G-spectra, where G is
profinite. As pointed out in various places in this paper, Mark Behrens has worked on
homotopy orbits for a profinite group. Also, Dan Isaksen has thought about homotopy
orbits for profinite groups in the context of pro-spectra.

After the appearance of [5], a manuscript that developed into the present paper,
work on homotopy orbit spectra when G is profinite was done by Gereon Quick in
[17, Section 2.5]. Given a profinite G-spectrum Y , Quick defines a homotopy orbit
spectrum YhG and shows that there is a homotopy orbit spectral sequence

E2
s,t “ Hc

spG;πtpY qq ùñ πs`tpYhGq, (5)

where E2
s,t is given by continuous group homology. In [17, Section 2.5: after Theorem

2.23], Quick discusses the relationship between these two works in the case when G
is countably based. The upshot is that in “the rich world of profinite group actions
and spectra X with continuous action by such,” sometimes X is such that XhG and
its homotopy orbit spectral sequence is given by [17], sometimes these are given by
the present work, and there are instances when the constructions agree. We refer the
reader to [17] for more information about this situation. Also, if G is any profinite
group and ptXiui,holimiXiq is an SrrGss-module, eachXi is a discreteG-spectrum, so
that holimiXi need not be a profinite G-spectrum. Hence, there are SrrGss-modules
to which the construction of p´qhG in [17] does not apply.

The paper [21, Remark 1.8] contains an interesting remark about an application
of a homotopy orbit spectrum with respect to Zp. The first author believes that the
Lubin-Tate spectrum En is an SrrGnss-module, where Gn is the extended Morava
stabilizer group, and he is working on this with Drew Heard.
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2. Homotopy orbits when G is finite

In this section, let G be a finite group and let X be a (left) G-spectrum. We
use simplicial replacement to obtain a reformulation of the homotopy orbit spectrum
XhG “ hocolimGX that will be useful for defining the homotopy orbit spectrum
when G is a profinite group. Given a spectrum Z and k ě 0, we let Zk denote the kth
pointed simplicial set of Z and, for l ě 0, we use Zk,l to signify the set of l-simplices
of Zk.

Let k ě 0 and let

G Ñ Xk, ˚G ÞÑ Xk

be the diagram defined by the action of G on Xk, where, in the above display, G is
the one-object groupoid associated to the group and ˚G is the unique object in this
groupoid. By [3, Chapter XII, §5.2],

pXhGqk “ hocolimGXk “ diagp
š

˚ pG Ñ Xkqq,

where diagp´q is the functor that takes the diagonal of a bisimplicial set, and
š

˚pG Ñ Xkq

is the simplicial replacement of the diagram G Ñ Xk. In each dimension l, the sim-
plicial replacement is the pointed simplicial set

š

l pG Ñ Xkq :“
Ž

GlXk,

the wedge of copies of Xk indexed by Gl, the l-fold product of copies of G. When
l “ 0, Gl “ teu, the trivial group, so that

Ž

G0 Xk “ Xk.
Now we define the face and degeneracy maps of the simplicial replacement. Let

l ě 0. We identify the indexing set Gl above with the set of all l-fold compositions

˚G
g1

ÐÝ ˚G
g2

ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨
gl

ÐÝ ˚G,

where g1, g2, . . . , gl, as morphisms in the groupoid G, are elements of the group G.
Under this identification, G0 “ teu is regarded as the set t˚Gu, where ˚G is a “0-fold
composition.”
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Suppose l ě 1 and let 0 ď j ď l. The jth face map dj :
Ž

Gl Xk Ñ
Ž

Gl´1 Xk is
obtained from the universal property of the coproduct

Ž

Gl Xk. Thus, to define dj ,
for each l-fold composition

cl :“ p˚G
g1

ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨
gl

ÐÝ ˚Gq,

it suffices to define a map djpclq : Xk Ñ
Ž

Gl´1 Xk, whose source is the copy of Xk in
Ž

Gl Xk indexed by cl. For the first two cases – when j “ 0 and 0 ă j ă l, djpclq is the
inclusion into the coproduct of the copy of Xk indexed by the pl ´ 1q-fold composition

˚G
g2

ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨
gl

ÐÝ ˚G

and

˚G
g1

ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨
gj´1

ÐÝÝÝ ˚G
gjgj`1

ÐÝÝÝÝ ˚G
gj`2

ÐÝÝÝ ¨ ¨ ¨
gl

ÐÝ ˚G,

respectively. In the last case – when j “ l, djpclq is the composition

Xk Ñ Xk Ñ
Ž

Gl´1Xk,

where the left-hand map Xk Ñ Xk is the map in the diagram G Ñ Xk determined
by the morphism ˚G

gl
ÐÝ ˚G (that is, G Ñ Xk is a functor and Xk Ñ Xk is its value

on gl) and the right-hand map is the inclusion of the copy of Xk indexed by the

pl ´ 1q-fold composition ˚G
g1

ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨
gl´1

ÐÝÝÝ ˚G.
Let l ě 0, 0 ď j ď l. As above, the jth degeneracy map sj :

Ž

Gl Xk Ñ
Ž

Gl`1 Xk

comes from the universal property of the coproduct
Ž

Gl Xk, and so to define sj , we
only need to define maps sjpclq : Xk Ñ

Ž

Gl`1 Xk. Here, cl is an l-fold composition
as before, c0 denotes the unique 0-fold composition ˚G, and sjpclq has source equal
to the copy of Xk in the source of sj indexed by cl. Then sjpclq is the inclusion into
Ž

Gl`1 Xk of the copy of Xk indexed by the pl ` 1q-fold composition

˚G
g1

ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨
gj

ÐÝ ˚G
e

ÐÝ ˚G
gj`1

ÐÝÝÝ ¨ ¨ ¨
gl

ÐÝ ˚G,

where e denotes the identity element of G. This completes our recollection of the
definition of the simplicial replacement

š

˚pG Ñ Xkq.

Definition 2.1. Let K be a pointed simplicial set and let L be a set. Then

KrLs “ K ^ L`,

where L` is the constant simplicial set on L, together with a disjoint basepoint.
Similarly, if Z is a spectrum, then ZrLs is the spectrum with each pZrLsqk equal
to Zk ^ L`. We can also write ZrLs as Z ^ L` and we note that there is a natural
isomorphism

ZrLs –
Ž

L Z,

where the right-hand side is a coproduct of copies of Z, indexed by the elements of L.

In dimension l, we have
š

lpG Ñ Xkq “
Ž

GlXk – Xk ^ pGlq` “ XkrGls.

Since the middle isomorphism above is natural, there is a simplicial pointed simplicial
set XkrG‚s whose l-simplices are the pointed simplicial set XkrGls and which satisfies
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the isomorphism

XkrG‚s –
š

˚pG Ñ Xkq

of simplicial pointed simplicial sets. It follows that

pXhGqk – diagpXkrG‚sq.

We introduce some notation that organizes the above, allowing us to summarize it
in Theorem 2.4 below. Though this result is labeled “Theorem,” it is just a repack-
aging of a standard definition in a way that is helpful to us in the next section (see
Definition 3.2).

Definition 2.2. Let X be a G-spectrum. Then XrG‚s is the simplicial spectrum
that is defined above, with pXrG‚sqk “ XkrG‚s and l-simplices equal to the spectrum
XrGls. Thus, XrG‚s is the simplicial spectrum

X – Xr˚s XrGsoo oo XrG2soooo
oo

¨ ¨ ¨ .oooooo
oo

We let π˚pXrG‚sq denote the simplicial (graded) abelian group associated to XrG‚s.

Definition 2.3. Let dpZ‚q denote the spectrum that is the diagonal of the simplicial
spectrum Z‚ (see [10, page 100]). Thus, for all k ě 0,

pdpZ‚qqk “ diagppZ‚qkq

and, for all l ě 0,

pdpZ‚qqk,l “ pZlqk,l.

Theorem 2.4. If G is a finite group and X is a G-spectrum, then

XhG – dpXrG‚sq.

Remark 2.5. In Theorem 2.4, by [10, page 100], dpXrG‚sq can be viewed as the
geometric realization (that is, as a type of coend) of the simplicial spectrum

XrG‚s “ X ^ pG‚q`,

which is a bar construction for the action of G on X. The notation “XrG‚s” reflects
the algebra that arises when working with the Moore complex associated to the
simplicial (graded) abelian group π˚pXrG‚sq. This is seen, for example, in the alge-
braic manipulations in the proof of Theorem 5.5 and when X is a homotopy ring
spectrum, where for each l ě 0, XrGls is a “homotopy group ring spectrum,” with
π0pXrGlsq – π0pXqrGls. In this isomorphism, the right-hand side is a group ring,
since π0pXq is a ring.

3. The homotopy orbit spectrum XhG when G is profinite

In this section, we use the model for the homotopy orbit spectrum that is given
in Theorem 2.4 to help us define homotopy orbits for G a profinite group. We begin
with a comment about Definition 1.1.
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Remark 3.1. LetX “ holimiXi be an SrrGss-module. The choice of the term “SrrGss-
module” is motivated by the fact that, for each i, the action of G{Ni on Xi yields a
function G{Ni Ñ HomSptpXi, Xiq in

HomSetspG{Ni,HomSptpXi, Xiqq –
ś

G{Ni
HomSptpXi, Xiq

– HomSptpXirG{Nis, Xiq

that corresponds to a map Xi ^ pG{Niq` Ñ Xi. The analogy with actual modules
over the spectrum SrrGss could be pursued further, as Mark Behrens has done in
unpublished work; however, for simplicity, we do not do this.

Using the first author’s preliminary work on homotopy orbits as a reference point,
the following definition was basically given by Behrens, and then later independently
formulated by the first author.

Definition 3.2. Let G be any profinite group and let ptXiui,holimiXiq be an SrrGss-
module, with X “ holimiXi. For each l ě 0, the diagrams tXiu :“ tXiui and tG{Niu

induce the diagram

tXirpG{Niq
lsu

in the following way: if i1 ď i, then (a) there are maps ξi,i1 : Xi Ñ Xi1 from tXiu and
γi,i1 : G{Ni Ñ G{Ni1 from tG{Niu; (b) γi,i1 induces a map γli,i1 : pG{Niq

l Ñ pG{Ni1 ql

in the natural way; (c) γli,i1 induces a map

pγli,i1 q` : ppG{Niq
lq` Ñ ppG{Ni1 qlq`

of pointed simplicial sets, where, for example, ppG{Niq
lq` is the constant simplicial

set on pG{Niq
l, together with a disjoint basepoint; and (d) thus, there is the map

XirpG{Niq
ls “ Xi ^ ppG{Niq

lq`

ξi,i1 ^pγl
i,i1 q`

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Xi1 ^ ppG{Ni1 qlq` “ Xi1 rpG{Ni1 qls,

which is the map in the diagram tXirpG{Niq
lsu associated to the relation i1 ď i. Given

l ě 0 and the diagram tXirpG{Niq
lsu, one can form holimipXirpG{Niq

lsqf, which gives
the simplicial spectrum holimipXirpG{Niq

‚sqf. Then we define XhG, the homotopy
orbit spectrum of the SrrGss-module X with respect to the G-action, to be the spec-
trum

XhG “ dpholim
i

pXirpG{Niq
‚sqfq.

The functor p´qf appears here so that the homotopy limit is well-behaved.

Henceforth, when G is finite and X is a G-spectrum, we use the notation

Xh1G :“ hocolim
G

X

to denote the classical homotopy orbit spectrum. In this case, in Remarks 3.7 and 3.8
below, we show that Definition 3.2 reduces to the classical definition and, for any
G-spectrum, the former definition recovers the latter one.

Definition 3.2 comes from imitating the model in Theorem 2.4 and from the
demands of the homotopy orbit spectral sequence, especially its E2-term, when it
can be related to group homology. For example, the occurrences of “holimi” in Defi-
nition 3.2 correspond to the instrumental instances of “limi” that appear in the proof
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of Theorem 5.5. Also, since we use the spectral sequence in Theorem 3.5 below to
build the homotopy orbit spectral sequence, we want dp´q to be on the outside in
the construction of XhG, instead of on the inside, as in

holim
i

pdpXirpG{Niq
‚sqqf. (6)

For each i, Theorem 2.4 gives the isomorphism

pXiqh1G{Ni
– dpXirpG{Niq

‚sq,

so that there is a weak equivalence between the homotopy limit in (6) and

holim
i

ppXiqh1G{Ni
qf.

While the construction holimippXiqh1G{Ni
qf is interesting, the spectral sequence nat-

urally associated to it is the homotopy spectral sequence

lims

i
πtppXiqh1G{Ni

q ùñ πt´spholim
i

ppXiqh1G{Ni
qfq,

which cannot yield a homotopy orbit spectral sequence that has E2-term given by
continuous group homology.

The following comment was suggested by the referee of the revised versions of this
paper.

Remark 3.3. In the context of Definition 3.2, by Remark 2.5, each pXirpG{Niq
‚sqf is

a bar construction for the action of G{Ni on Xi, and thus, we can define

Bcts
‚ pG,Xq :“ holim

i
pXirpG{Niq

‚sqf,

so that we have the simple expression XhG “ dpBcts
‚ pG,Xqq and we can think of

Bcts
‚ pG,Xq as being the “continuous bar construction” for the action of G on the

SrrGss-module X.

We establish some notation and recall a useful result.

Definition 3.4. If X‚ is a simplicial spectrum, then for each integer q, we let πqpX˚q

denote the Moore complex of the simplicial abelian group πqpX‚q. By “Moore com-
plex,” we mean the chain complex

¨ ¨ ¨
B2

ÝÑ πqpX2q
B1

ÝÑ πqpX1q
B0

ÝÑ πqpX0q,

with boundary homomorphism

Bp “
řp`1

j“0p´1qjdj : πqpXp`1q Ñ πqpXpq,

for each non-negative integer p. Here, d0, d1, . . . , dp`1 : πqpXp`1q Ñ πqpXpq refer to
face maps of πqpX‚q. Also, HppπqpX˚qq denotes the pth homology of the Moore
complex. In general, when our notation for a simplicial abelian group contains “‚,”
then we use the same notation for the Moore complex, but with “‚” changed to
“˚,” as done above with πqpX˚q. For example, in the context of Definition 3.2, for
each i, πqppXirpG{Niq

˚sqfq is the Moore complex for the simplicial abelian group
πqppXirpG{Niq

‚sqfq.
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Theorem 3.5 ([10, Corollary 4.22]). If X‚ is a simplicial spectrum, then there is a
spectral sequence

Ep,q
2 “ HppπqpX˚qq ùñ πp`qpdpX‚qq.

As in Remark 2.5, the abutment of the above spectral sequence can be viewed as
the homotopy groups of the geometric realization of X‚, which is a common way to
understand this spectral sequence.

Lemma 3.6. Let X‚ Ñ Y‚ be a map between simplicial spectra, such that for each
n ě 0, the map Xn Ñ Yn is a weak equivalence between the n-simplices. Then the
induced map dpX‚q Ñ dpY‚q is a weak equivalence of spectra.

Proof. There is a spectral sequence

HppπqpX˚qq ùñ πp`qpdpX‚qq,

and a map to the spectral sequence

HppπqpY˚qq ùñ πp`qpdpY‚qq.

Since πqpXnq – πqpYnq, for each n ě 0, and πqpX˚q and πqpY˚q are chain complexes,

there is an isomorphism HppπqpX˚qq
–

ÝÑ HppπqpY˚qq of E2-terms. Therefore, the
abutments of the above two spectral sequences are isomorphic, giving the conclu-
sion of the lemma.

Remark 3.7. In the context of Definition 3.2, suppose that the profinite group G is
finite, so that G is a discrete space. Since the trivial subgroup teu is an open normal
subgroup of G, [18, Lemma 2.1.1] implies that for some i0 P tiu, Ni0 “ teu. Thus, i0
is a terminal object of the directed poset tiu, so that if tYiui is any inverse system
of fibrant spectra indexed by tiu, then the natural map holimi Yi Ñ Yi0 is a weak
equivalence, by [3, page 299: Example 4.1, (iii)]. Therefore, given an SrrGss-module
X “ holimiXi, the natural map

holim
i

pXirpG{Niq
lsqf

»
ÝÑ pXi0rpG{Ni0qlsqf

is a weak equivalence of spectra for each l ě 0. By Lemma 3.6, this conclusion implies
that

XhG “ dpholim
i

pXirpG{Niq
‚sqfq

»
ÝÑ dppXi0rpG{Ni0q‚sqfq

is a weak equivalence. Also, there are weak equivalences

dppXi0rpG{Ni0q‚sqfq
»

ÐÝ dpXi0rG‚sq
–

ÐÝ pXi0qh1G
»

ÐÝ Xh1G,

where the leftmost equivalence is by Lemma 3.6, the isomorphism is due to Theo-
rem 2.4, and the last equivalence is induced by the weak equivalence X

»
ÝÑ Xi0 , which

is G-equivariant. Therefore, by a zigzag of weak equivalences,

XhG » Xh1G ,

so that when G is finite, XhG is equivalent to the usual homotopy orbit spectrum.
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Remark 3.8. Let G be finite and let X be any G-spectrum. Let tiu “ t0u, a one-
element set, and let N0 “ teu, with X0 “ Xf. Then for tN0u0Pt0u, the pair

ptX0u0Pt0u,holim
t0u

X0q

is an SrrGss-module, and the isomorphism holimt0u X0 – Xf can be interpreted as
saying that the G-spectrum X can be realized as an SrrGss-module. Also, we have

pholim
t0u

X0qhG “ dpholim
t0u

pXfrG‚sqfq
–

ÐÝ dppXfrG‚sqfq
»

ÐÝ dpXrG‚sq
–

ÐÝ Xh1G,

where the middle weak equivalence is by Lemma 3.6. Thus, there is a weak equivalence
Xh1G

»
ÝÑ pholimt0u X0qhG, so that Definition 3.2 recovers the classical definition of

homotopy orbits.

If K is a finite group and Y is a spectrum with the trivial K-action, then the
K-action on K makes Y rKs a K-spectrum and the augmentation Y rKs Ñ Y induces

a weak equivalence pY rKsqh1K
»

ÝÑ Y . In Theorem 3.10 below, we show that there is
a version of this result when the group at hand is a countably based profinite group.

Definition 3.9. Let G be a countably based profinite group, with

N0 ě N1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě Ni ě ¨ ¨ ¨

a chain of open normal subgroups of G, such that G – limiě0G{Ni. Also, let Z be
any spectrum. As an instance of a construction in [2, page 375] and [8, page 792], we
define the spectrum

ZrrGss :“ holim
iě0

pZrG{Nisqf.

We regard each ZrG{Nis as a G-spectrum by letting G act trivially on Z and in the
usual way on G{Ni. It follows that with respect to the collection tNiuiě0, the pair
ptpZrG{Nisqfuiě0,holimiě0pZrG{Nisqfq is a countably based SrrGss-module.

In the result below, we write “» ” for a zigzag of weak equivalences whose exact
form is specified in the proof. We note that the proof was aided by helpful comments
from the referee of the revised versions of this paper.

Theorem 3.10. If G is a countably based profinite group and Z is a spectrum, then
there is an equivalence

pZrrGssqhG » Z.

Proof. First, we recall the standard way that the weak equivalence pY rKsqh1K
»

ÝÑ Y
mentioned above is justified. The augmentation Y rKs Ñ Y extends to equip the
simplicial spectrum pY rKsqrK‚s (see Definition 2.2) with an augmentation, giving a
diagram of the form

¨ ¨ ¨
// //// pY rKsqrKs

//// pY rKsqr˚s // Y.

The inclusion Y Ñ Y rKs
–

ÝÑ pY rKsqr˚s, where the first map sends Y to the copy of
Y in the coproduct indexed by the identity element of K, is the “degree ´1 map”
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of a contracting homotopy of the augmented simplicial spectrum pY rKsqrK‚s Ñ Y ,
which implies that the induced composition

pY rKsqh1K
–

ÝÑ dppY rKsqrK‚sq
»

ÝÑ Y

is a weak equivalence. In the preceding recollection, all the constructions are natural
in K and Y .

By the above discussion, there is a tower
!

pZrG{NisqrpG{Niq
‚s Ñ Z

)

iě0

of augmented simplicial spectra, with each augmented simplicial spectrum having a
natural contracting homotopy. Here, tZuiě0 is the constant tower on Z. Then by the
functoriality of fibrant replacement and holimip´q, there is the augmented simplicial
spectrum

holim
i

ppZrG{NisqrpG{Niq
‚sqf Ñ holim

i
Zf

and it has a contracting homotopy, which yields a weak equivalence

D :“ dpholim
i

ppZrG{NisqrpG{Niq
‚sqfq

»
ÝÑ holim

i
Zf,

whose source we write as D to simplify our notation. This weak equivalence fits into
the zigzag of weak equivalences

D »
ÝÑ holim

i
Zf

»
ÐÝ Zf

»
ÐÝ Z, (7)

where the middle equivalence is by [22, 5.40] and the rightmost equivalence is the
fibrant replacement map.

For any i, l ě 0, the fibrant replacement ZrG{Nis Ñ pZrG{Nisqf induces a weak
equivalence

ppZrG{NisqrpG{Niq
lsqf

»
ÝÑ ppZrG{NisqfrpG{Niq

lsqf

between fibrant spectra, so that for each l ě 0, there is a weak equivalence

holim
i

ppZrG{NisqrpG{Niq
lsqf

»
ÝÑ holim

i
ppZrG{NisqfrpG{Niq

lsqf.

Then it follows from Lemma 3.6 that there is a weak equivalence

dpholim
i

ppZrG{NisqrpG{Niq
‚sqfq

loooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooon

“ D

»
ÝÑ dpholim

i
ppZrG{NisqfrpG{Niq

‚sqfq
looooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon

“ pZrrGssqhG

.

Putting this last weak equivalence together with (7) gives the desired zigzag of weak
equivalences.

4. Conditions for homotopy orbits to preserve weak equiva-
lences

We begin by recalling from Definition 1.1 the concept of “morphism of SrrGss-
modules” and we define how to compose these morphisms.
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Definition 4.1. Let G be any profinite group and let tNiui be a fixed cofinal sub-
collection of all the open normal subgroups of G. Let

pτ,holim
i

τiq : ptXiui,holim
i

Xiq Ñ ptYiui,holim
i

Yiq

be a morphism of SrrGss-modules. Thus, τ : tXiui Ñ tYiui is a natural transformation
of diagrams of G-spectra, with component τi : Xi Ñ Yi for each i, and with X “

holimiXi and Y “ holimi Yi, holimi τi is the induced G-equivariant map

holim
i

τi : X “ holim
i

Xi Ñ holim
i

Yi “ Y

of spectra. Also, let

pτ 1,holim
i

τ 1
iq : ptYiui,holim

i
Yiq Ñ ptZiui,holim

i
Ziq

be a morphism of SrrGss-modules. The natural transformation τ 1 : tYiui Ñ tZiui

has components τ 1
i : Yi Ñ Zi. Then the composition pτ 1,holimi τ

1
iq ˝ pτ,holimi τiq is

defined to be the morphism

ptτ 1
i ˝ τiui,holim

i
pτ 1

i ˝ τiqq : ptXiui,holim
i

Xiq Ñ ptZiui,holim
i

Ziq

of SrrGss-modules. Here, tτ 1
i ˝ τiui : tXiui Ñ tZiui is a natural transformation of dia-

grams of G-spectra, with components τ 1
i ˝ τi : Xi Ñ Zi.

Definition 4.2. In Definition 4.1, for each i and for every l ě 0, τi induces a map

pXirpG{Niq
lsqf Ñ pYirpG{Niq

lsqf,

so that there is the induced map

holim
i

pXirpG{Niq
‚sqf Ñ holim

i
pYirpG{Niq

‚sqf

of simplicial spectra. By applying dp´q to this map, we see that τ induces a map
XhG Ñ YhG that in a slight abuse of notation, we denote by

τhG : XhG Ñ YhG.

Remark 4.3. Given a profinite group G, in the expression “let

pτ,holim
i

τiq : ptXiui,holim
i

Xiq Ñ ptYiui,holim
i

Yiq

be a morphism of SrrGss-modules” and its natural variants, we omit mentioning the
fixed family tNiui that is a part of the picture.

In Definition 4.1, if τi is a weak equivalence of spectra for each i, then the map
holimi τi is a weak equivalence of spectra. The following result shows that in this case,
the map XhG Ñ YhG is also a weak equivalence.

Theorem 4.4. Let G be a profinite group and let

pτ,holim
i

τiq : ptXiui,holim
i

Xiq Ñ ptYiui,holim
i

Yiq

be a morphism of SrrGss-modules, with X “ holimiXi and Y “ holimi Yi. If for each
i, τi : Xi Ñ Yi is a weak equivalence of spectra, then the map τhG : XhG Ñ YhG is a
weak equivalence of spectra.
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Proof. Let l ě 0. For each i, since Xi Ñ Yi is a weak equivalence, the map

pXirpG{Niq
lsqf Ñ pYirpG{Niq

lsqf

is a weak equivalence between fibrant spectra. Thus,

holim
i

pXirpG{Niq
lsqf Ñ holim

i
pYirpG{Niq

lsqf

is a weak equivalence, so that by Lemma 3.6, XhG Ñ YhG is a weak equivalence.

Now we give a generalization of Theorem 4.4. We separated out Theorem 4.4 and
gave its proof because the result describes a natural situation and its justification is
brief.

Theorem 4.5. Let G be any profinite group and let

pτ,holim
i

τiq : ptXiui,holim
i

Xiq Ñ ptYiui,holim
i

Yiq

be a morphism of SrrGss-modules, with X “ holimiXi and Y “ holimi Yi. If the map
holimi τi is a weak equivalence of spectra, then the map τhG : XhG Ñ YhG is a weak
equivalence of spectra.

Proof. Let l ě 0. As in the proof of Theorem 4.4, Lemma 3.6 implies that we only
need to show that the induced map

holim
i

pXirpG{Niq
lsqf Ñ holim

i
pYirpG{Niq

lsqf

of spectra is a weak equivalence.

By relabeling, we can write the directed poset tiu as tku and also as ti1u. Let

∆ :“ tpi, iq P tku ˆ ti1u | i P tkuu

be the diagonal of tiu ˆ tiu. Notice that there is a canonical map

holim
i

pXirpG{Niq
lsqf “ holim

pi,iqP∆
pXirpG{Niq

lsqf
»

ÐÝ holim
pi,jqPtkuˆti1u

pXirpG{Njqlsqf,

and it is a weak equivalence because in the terminology of [3, Chapter XI, §9.1], the
inclusion functor ∆op Ñ ptku ˆ ti1uqop is left cofinal. This left cofinality is easy to
see by applying [3, Chapter XI, Proposition 9.3]. Also, there is the natural isomor-
phism

holim
jPti1u

holim
iPtku

pXirpG{Njqlsqf
–

ÝÑ holim
pi,jqPtkuˆti1u

pXirpG{Njqlsqf.

To simplify our notation, we write the expression

holim
jPti1u

holim
iPtku

pXirpG{Njqlsqf as holim
j

holim
i

pXirpG{Njqlsqf.

The preceding remarks go through for the SrrGss-module ptYiui,holimi Yiq as well,
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and hence, we obtain the commutative square

holim
j

holim
i

pXirpG{Njqlsqf
» //

��

holim
i

pXirpG{Niq
lsqf

��
holim

j
holim

i
pYirpG{Njqlsqf

» // holim
i

pYirpG{Niq
lsqf,

in which the horizontal arrows are weak equivalences. Thus, to complete the proof,
it suffices to show that the left vertical arrow is a weak equivalence.

Let i and j be arbitrary and notice that pG{Njql is finite. Then there is the com-
mutative diagram

pXirpG{Njqlsqf

��

p
Ž

pG{NjqlXiqf
»oo » //

��

p
ś

pG{Njql Xiqf

��
pYirpG{Njqlsqf p

Ž

pG{Njql Yiqf
»oo » // p

ś

pG{Njql Yiqf

built from fibrant replacement of canonical maps, in which every horizontal arrow is
a weak equivalence between fibrant spectra. By applying holimip´q, it follows that
for each j, there is the commutative diagram

holim
i

pXirpG{Njqlsqf

��

holim
i

p
Ž

pG{NjqlXiqf
»oo » //

��

holim
i

p
ś

pG{Njql Xiqf

��
holim

i
pYirpG{Njqlsqf holim

i
p
Ž

pG{Njql Yiqf
»oo » // holim

i
p
ś

pG{Njql Yiqf,

with each horizontal arrow a weak equivalence. Notice that the left vertical arrow is
a weak equivalence if the rightmost vertical arrow is a weak equivalence.

We continue to let j be arbitrary. For each i, Xi and Yi are fibrant spectra, so
that

ś

pG{Njql Xi and
ś

pG{Njql Yi are too. Then by using canonical maps and fibrant
replacement, there is the commutative diagram

holim
i

p
ś

pG{Njql Xiqf

��

holim
i

ś

pG{Njql Xi
»oo – //

��

ś

pG{Njql holimi
Xi

��
holim

i
p
ś

pG{Njql Yiqf holim
i

ś

pG{Njql Yi
»oo – // ś

pG{Njql holimi
Yi

in which the horizontal arrows in each row are, on the left, a weak equivalence and,
on the right, an isomorphism. Since holimiXi Ñ holimi Yi is a weak equivalence, the
rightmost vertical arrow in our last diagram above is a weak equivalence, giving that
the leftmost vertical arrow in this diagram is one too, and hence, for each j, the
map

holim
i

pXirpG{Njqlsqf Ñ holim
i

pYirpG{Njqlsqf
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is a weak equivalence between fibrant spectra. It follows that the map

holim
j

holim
i

pXirpG{Njqlsqf Ñ holim
j

holim
i

pYirpG{Njqlsqf

is a weak equivalence.

The following result describes three situations in which the hypotheses of Theo-
rem 4.5 are satisfied.

Corollary 4.6. Let G be a profinite group, with

pτ,holim
i

τiq : ptXiui,holim
i

Xiq Ñ ptYiui,holim
i

Yiq

a morphism of SrrGss-modules, where X “ holimiXi and Y “ holimi Yi. Also, sup-
pose that

lim
i
πtpτiq : lim

i
πtpXiq Ñ lim

i
πtpYiq

is a bijection for every integer t. Consider the conditions

(i) for every integer t, the inverse systems tπtpXiqui and tπtpYiqui consist of com-
pact Hausdorff abelian groups and continuous homomorphisms,

(ii) G is countably based and the fixed family tNiui is equal to a chain tNiuiě0, as
in p3q,

(iii) for every t, the canonical map lim1
i πtpXiq Ñ lim1

i πtpYiq is an isomorphism, and

(iv) for every t and all i, πtpXiq and πtpYiq are finitely generated abelian groups.

If piq, or the pair piiq and piiiq, or the pair piiiq and pivq is satisfied, then both holimi τi
and τhG : XhG Ñ YhG are weak equivalences of spectra.

Proof. There is the morphism

Es,t
2 ptXiuiq +3

λs,t

��

πt´spholim
i

Xiq

��
Es,t

2 ptYiuiq +3 πt´spholim
i

Yiq

of homotopy spectral sequences, where the map λs,t is the induced homomorphism
lims

i πtpXiq Ñ lims
i πtpYiq of E2-terms. It follows that when the bigraded map λ˚,˚ is

an isomorphism, holimi τi is a weak equivalence.
To obtain the desired conclusion, we only have to show that the graded map λs,˚

is an isomorphism in each of the following three distinct cases:

• for s ě 1, when condition (i) holds;

• for s ě 2, when (ii) and (iii) hold;

• for s ě 2, when (iii) and (iv) hold.

Thus, the desired conclusion is an immediate consequence of the following. By [26,
Theorem 2] and [12], when (i) holds,

lims

i
πtpXiq “ lims

i
πtpYiq “ 0, for s ě 1.

When (ii) or (iv) is satisfied, for each s ě 2, lims
i πtpXiq “ lims

i πtpYiq “ 0. In the
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case of (ii), this conclusion is well-known, and in the case of (iv), it holds by [12,
page 65].

5. The homotopy orbit spectral sequence for an SrrGss-module

Our work in this section begins with recalling the classical homotopy orbit spectral
sequence for Xh1G, when G is finite, and doing some related preparatory work. If A
is an abelian group and K is a group, then we use the notation

ArKs :“
À

K A.

Let G be a finite group and let X be a G-spectrum. By Theorem 3.5, there is a
spectral sequence

Ep,q
2 ùñ πp`qpdpXrG‚sqq “ πp`qpXh1Gq,

where

Ep,q
2 “ HppπqpXrG˚sqq – HppG, πqpXqq, (8)

the pth group homology of G, with coefficients in πqpXq (see, for example, [10, (7.9)]).
We recall from Section 2 that for each k ě 0, there is a simplicial pointed simplicial
set XkrG‚s that satisfies the isomorphism

pXrG‚sqk “ XkrG‚s –
š

˚pG Ñ Xkq, (9)

where the last expression is the simplicial replacement in S˚, the category of pointed
simplicial sets.

It is helpful to recall from [3, Chapter XII, §5.7] that if C is any small category and
Y is a diagram C Ñ S˚, then given (to quote [3, page 339]) a ‘reduced generalized
homology theory h̃˚ which “comes from a spectrum,”’ there is a natural isomorphism

h̃tp
š

˚ Y q –
š

˚ h̃tpY q, t P Z (10)

of simplicial abelian groups, where
š

˚ Y is the usual simplicial replacement of Y in S˚

and
š

˚ h̃tpY q is the simplicial replacement in Ab, the category of abelian groups, of

the diagram h̃tpY q : C Ñ Ab (see [3, Chapter XII, §5.4, §5.5]). The simplicial replace-
ment

š

˚ h̃tpY q is defined as in S˚, but with the coproduct
À

in Ab replacing the
coproduct

Ž

in S˚. For more detail about simplicial replacement in categories other
than just S˚, see for example, [23, pages 211–212] and [19, 2.5, 2.11].

Let q P Z and recall that if Z is any spectrum, πqpZq “ colim
kě0, q`kě2

πq`kpZkq. Now

we consider XrG‚s from above further. There are natural isomorphisms

πqpXrG‚sq “ colim
kě0, q`kě2

πq`kppXrG‚sqkq – colim
kě0, q`kě2

πq`kp
š

˚pG Ñ Xkqq

– colim
kě0, q`kě2

p
š

˚pG Ñ πq`kpXkqqq

of simplicial abelian groups, where
š

˚pG Ñ πq`kpXkqq is the simplicial replacement
in Ab of the diagram G Ñ πq`kpXkq defined by the induced action of G on πq`kpXkq,
the first isomorphism is by (9), and the second isomorphism is by (10). In each
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dimension l ě 0 of the above
š

˚pG Ñ πq`kpXkqq,
š

lpG Ñ πq`kpXkqq “
À

Gl πq`kpXkq,

so that there is a natural isomorphism

colim
kě0, q`kě2

p
š

lpG Ñ πq`kpXkqqq –
À

Gl colim
kě0, q`kě2

πq`kpXkq “
À

Gl πqpXq

“
š

lpG Ñ πqpXqq,

where the last expression is dimension l of
š

˚pG Ñ πqpXqq, the simplicial replace-
ment in Ab of the diagram G Ñ πqpXq, defined by the induced action of G on πqpXq.
By putting together the various natural isomorphisms above, we obtain the isomor-
phisms

πqpXrG‚sq – colim
kě0, q`kě2

p
š

˚pG Ñ πq`kpXkqqq –
š

˚pG Ñ πqpXqq (11)

of simplicial abelian groups.

Definition 5.1. LetG be a finite group and suppose thatX is aG-spectrum. By (11),
for every integer q and each l ě 0, there is a natural isomorphism

πqpXrGlsq – πqpXqrGls “
À

GlπqpXq “
š

lpG Ñ πqpXqq,

and so we define the simplicial abelian group

πqpXqrG‚s :“
š

˚pG Ñ πqpXqq.

Following Definition 3.4, the Moore complex of πqpXqrG‚s is denoted by πqpXqrG˚s,
and the isomorphisms of simplicial abelian groups in (11) imply that there is a natural
isomorphism

πqpXrG˚sq – πqpXqrG˚s (12)

of chain complexes.

In the context of Definition 5.1, notice that by (8), there is the isomorphism

HppG, πqpXqq – HppπqpXqrG˚sq, for p ě 0, q P Z. (13)

Now we are ready to study the homotopy orbit spectral sequence when G is profi-
nite. The following result is an immediate application of Definition 3.2 and Theo-
rem 3.5.

Theorem 5.2. Let G be any profinite group and let X “ holimiXi be an SrrGss-
module. Then there is a spectral sequence having the form

Ep,q
2 “ Hppπqpholim

i
pXirpG{Niq

˚sqfqq ùñ πp`qpXhGq,

where Ep,q
2 is the pth homology of the specified Moore complex.

Remark 5.3. By Remark 3.3, the E2-term in Theorem 5.2 can be written more suc-
cinctly as

Ep,q
2 “ πpπq

`

Bcts
‚ pG,Xq

˘

,

the pth homotopy group of the stated simplicial abelian group.
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Comparing the E2-term of the homotopy orbit spectral sequence in Theorem 5.2
with the E2-term in (8) motivates one to try to identify situations in which the former
E2-term can be described in a more meaningful homological way. To help with this,
we have the following result.

Theorem 5.4. Let G be any profinite group and let X “ holimiXi be an SrrGss-
module. Given an integer t and l ě 0, let

ψpt, lq : πtpholim
i

pXirpG{Niq
lsqfq Ñ lim

i
πtpXiqrpG{Niq

ls

be the canonical map whose source is the tth homotopy group of the l-simplices of the
simplicial spectrum holimipXirpG{Niq

‚sqf. If for every t, the inverse system tπtpXiqui

consists of compact Hausdorff abelian groups and continuous homomorphisms, then
for every t and all l ě 0, the map ψpt, lq is an isomorphism of abelian groups.

Proof. Let l ě 0. The canonical map is given by the universal property of the limit
and the fact that for each i, since pG{Niq

l is finite, there is an isomorphism

π˚ppXirpG{Niq
lsqfq – π˚pXiqrpG{Niq

ls.

There is the homotopy spectral sequence

Es,t
2 ùñ πt´spholim

i
pXirpG{Niq

lsqfq,

with

Es,t
2 “ lims

i
πtppXirpG{Niq

lsqfq – lims

i
πtpXiqrpG{Niq

ls.

Let t be any integer. Since each pG{Niq
l is finite and the category CHA of compact

Hausdorff abelian groups is abelian, the direct sums πtpXiqrpG{Niq
ls are coproducts

in CHA, so that the inverse system tπtpXiqrpG{Niq
lsui consists of compact Hausdorff

abelian groups. Also, all homomorphisms

πtpXiqrpG{Niq
ls Ñ πtpXi1 qrpG{Ni1 qls

in the inverse system are given by the universal property of the coproduct in CHA,
and hence, these homomorphisms are continuous. For example, if g P pG{Niq

l and g1

is its image under the natural map pG{Niq
l Ñ pG{Ni1 ql, there is the commutative

diagram
À

pG{Niql πtpXiq //À
pG{Ni1 ql πtpXi1 q

πtpXiq

OO

// πtpXi1 q,

OO

in which the vertical maps are inclusions of the copies of πtpXiq and πtpXi1 q indexed
by g and g1, respectively, and the upper horizontal arrow is given by the universal
property. This diagram is in CHA and, in particular, consists of continuous homo-
morphisms. We have shown that the inverse system tπtpXiqrpG{Niq

lsui lives in CHA,
so that by [26, Theorem 2] and [12],

lims

i
πtpXiqrpG{Niq

ls “ 0, s ě 1,

and hence, the above spectral sequence collapses, giving that for every t P Z, the
desired map is an isomorphism.
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Now we use Theorem 5.4 to describe a situation in which the E2-term of the
homotopy orbit spectral sequence of Theorem 5.2 can be identified in a homologically
interesting way.

Theorem 5.5. Let G be a profinite group and suppose that X “ holimiXi is an
SrrGss-module. Suppose that for every integer t, tπtpXiqui is an inverse system of
compact Hausdorff abelian groups and continuous homomorphisms. Also, suppose
that for all t and each i, the induced action of the discrete group G{Ni on the com-
pact Hausdorff space πtpXiq is continuous. Then there is a homotopy orbit spectral
sequence of the form

Ep,q
2 – lim

i
HppG{Ni, πqpXiqq ùñ πp`qpXhGq.

Proof. Let p ě 0 and let q be any integer. By Theorem 5.2, we only need to show
that there is an isomorphism

Hppπqpholim
i

pXirpG{Niq
˚sqfqq – lim

i
HppG{Ni, πqpXiqq.

There are isomorphisms

πqpholim
i

pXirpG{Niq
˚sqfq – lim

i
πqpXirpG{Niq

˚sq – lim
i

pπqpXiqrpG{Niq
˚sq

of chain complexes, where the first step is by Theorem 5.4 and its proof, and the
second step applies (12). Thus, there is an isomorphism

Hppπqpholim
i

pXirpG{Niq
˚sqfqq – Hp

”

lim
i

pπqpXiqrpG{Niq
˚sq

ı

.

As explained in the proof of Theorem 5.4, for each l ě 0 and every i, the abelian
group πqpXiqrpG{Niq

ls is compact Hausdorff. Then our next step is to show that the
inverse system

tπqpXiqrpG{Niq
˚sui

of chain complexes lives in the category CHA of compact Hausdorff abelian groups.
The proof of Theorem 5.4 verified that for each l ě 0, tπqpXiqrpG{Niq

lsui is an inverse
system in CHA. Thus, to complete the next step, it suffices to show that for each i,
all the boundary homomorphisms of the chain complex πqpXiqrpG{Niq

˚s are in CHA.
Let i be arbitrary. The chain complex πqpXiqrpG{Niq

˚s is the Moore complex of the
simplicial abelian group πqpXiqrpG{Niq

‚s, and since CHA is abelian, the boundary
homomorphisms of πqpXiqrpG{Niq

˚s are in CHA, if for every l ě 0 and all j such that
0 ď j ď l ` 1, the face maps

dj : πqpXiqrpG{Niq
l`1s Ñ πqpXiqrpG{Niq

ls

of πqpXiqrpG{Niq
‚s are continuous.

We continue to let i, l, and j be as above. Recall that by Definition 5.1, the sim-
plicial abelian group πqpXiqrpG{Niq

‚s is
š

˚pG{Ni Ñ πqpXiqq, a simplicial replace-
ment in Ab, instead of in S˚. To verify that each dj is continuous, we show that
this simplicial replacement can be enriched: the whole construction can be carried
out in the category CHA. As in the proof of Theorem 5.4, the finite direct sums
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πqpXiqrpG{Niq
l`1s and πqpXiqrpG{Niq

ls are coproducts in CHA: for example,

πqpXiqrpG{Niq
l`1s “

š

pG{Niql`1 πqpXiq

in CHA and the inclusion πqpXiq Ñ πqpXiqrpG{Niq
l`1s, from the copy of πqpXiq

indexed by any g P pG{Niq
l`1 into the coproduct, is continuous. Also, since the dis-

crete group G{Ni acts continuously on πqpXiq, the action map

G{Ni ˆ πqpXiq Ñ πqpXiq, pγ,mq ÞÑ γ ¨m

is continuous. Hence, given γ1 P G{Ni, the induced map γ̄1 : πqpXiq Ñ πqpXiq that is
defined to be the composition

πqpXiq Ñ G{Ni ˆ πqpXiq Ñ πqpXiq, m ÞÑ pγ1,mq ÞÑ γ1 ¨m,

is a composition of continuous functions and is thereby continuous. Thus, the diagram
G{Ni Ñ πqpXiq, which thus far has been described as landing in Ab, can be regarded
as having target category equal to CHA.

With the preceding remarks in hand and by repeatedly using the universal property
of finite coproducts in CHA, it is now straightforward to go through the definitions in
Section 2 of the face and degeneracy maps to see that for each i, there is a simplicial
replacement

šCHA
˚ pG{Ni Ñ πqpXiqq

in the category CHA of the diagram G{Ni Ñ πqpXiq, with all face and degeneracy
maps continuous homomorphisms. Also, if we let U : spCHAq Ñ spAbq be the for-
getful functor from the category of simplicial objects in CHA to simplicial abelian
groups, then we see that there are identities

U
`
šCHA

˚ pG{Ni Ñ πqpXiqq
˘

“
š

˚pG{Ni Ñ πqpXiqq “ πqpXiqrpG{Niq
‚s

of simplicial abelian groups. Thus, each diagram πqpXiqrpG{Niq
‚s belongs to CHA,

and we can conclude that the inverse system tπqpXiqrpG{Niq
˚sui of chain complexes

lives in CHA.
By, for example, [26, Proposition 4] and [13, proof of Proposition 2.2], the functor

limip´q applied to tiu-indexed inverse systems in CHA is exact, so that forming
limip´q commutes with taking homology in this category. It follows that there is an
isomorphism

Hp

”

lim
i

pπqpXiqrpG{Niq
˚sq

ı

– lim
i
HppπqpXiqrpG{Niq

˚sq.

Therefore, we have

Hppπqpholim
i

pXirpG{Niq
˚sqfqq – lim

i
HppπqpXiqrpG{Niq

˚sq

– lim
i
HppG{Ni, πqpXiqq,

where the second isomorphism is by (13).

Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 5.5 are satisfied. Then for every integer q,
the canonical G-equivariant map πqpXq Ñ limi πqpXiq is an isomorphism of abelian
groups, by the l “ 0 case of Theorem 5.4. Now suppose further that q is a fixed integer
such that the inverse system tπqpXiqui consists of profinite groups. For each i, since
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the G-action on Xi factors through G{Ni, the induced action of G on πqpXiq is given
by the composition

Gˆ πqpXiq
πˆid

ÝÝÝÑ G{Ni ˆ πqpXiq Ñ πqpXiq,

where π is the canonical projection, id is the identity map, and the last map in the
composition is given by the continuous action of G{Ni on πqpXiq. This composition
is continuous, so that πqpXiq is a profinite G-module. Thus, for every i, πqpXiq is a

profinite pZrrGss-module, by [18, Proposition 5.3.6, (c)], and hence, limi πqpXiq is a

profinite pZrrGss-module.
The above discussion shows that if the hypotheses of Theorem 5.5 are satisfied

and, for some integer q, πqpXiq is a profinite group for every i, then we have the
following:

• limi πqpXiq is a profinite pZrrGss-module;

• we can identify the G-module πqpXq with limi πqpXiq;

• under the preceding identification, πqpXq is a profinite pZrrGss-module, so that
the continuous homology groups Hc

˚pG, πqpXqq are well-defined; and

• by [18, Proposition 6.5.7], there is an isomorphism

lim
i
H˚pG{Ni, πqpXiqq – Hc

˚pG, πqpXqq. (14)

These observations yield Corollary 5.6 below. Before stating this result, we provide
some additional motivation for (14).

We continue to assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 5.5 hold and that q is a
fixed integer with πqpXiq a profinite group for each i. Also, let p ě 0. The proof of
Theorem 5.5 gives that

lim
i
HppG{Ni, πqpXiqq – Ep,q

2 – Hp

”

lim
i

pπqpXiqrpG{Niq
˚sq

ı

.

Let l ě 0. By [18, Proposition 5.5.3], there are the following isomorphisms of abelian
groups:

lim
i
πqpXiqrpG{Niq

ls – lim
i

‘pG{Niqlp
pZrrGsspb

pZrrGss
πqpXiqq

– lim
i

`

p‘pG{Niql
pZrrGssqpb

pZrrGss
πqpXiq

˘

.

In the last expression, ‘pG{Niql
pZrrGss is a profinite right pZrrGss-module and, under

the pZrrGss-action on this right pZrrGss-module, G acts trivially on the indexing set
pG{Niq

l. Then we have the isomorphisms

lim
i

`

p‘pG{Niql
pZrrGssqpb

pZrrGss
πqpXiq

˘

– lim
jPtiu

lim
j1Ptiu

`

p‘pG{Njql
pZrrGssqpb

pZrrGss
πqpXj1 q

˘

–
`

lim
jPtiu

p‘pG{Njql
pZrrGssq

˘

pb
pZrrGss

πqpXq

of abelian groups, where the first isomorphism is by cofinality and the second one
is by [18, Lemma 5.5.2]. Also, limjPtiupG{Njql – Gl, so that by [18, Proposition

5.2.2 and proof of Proposition 5.5.3, (e)], limjPtiup‘pG{Njql
pZrrGssq is a free profi-

nite right pZrrGss-module on the profinite space Gl. Here, when l “ 0, Gl “ teu and
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limjPtiup‘pG{Njql
pZrrGssq is pZrrGss. To summarize, we see that Ep,q

2 is the pth homol-
ogy of a chain complex that in degree l, for l ě 0, is an abelian group that is isomorphic
to

`

lim
jPtiu

p‘pG{Njql
pZrrGssq

˘

pb
pZrrGss

πqpXq,

and the left term in this complete tensor product is a free profinite right pZrrGss-
module on Gl.

For the continuous homology of G with coefficients in profinite right pZrrGss-
modules, as considered in [18, Chapter 6] – whereas we use coefficients that are

in profinite left pZrrGss-modules, one regards pZ as a profinite left pZrrGss-module with
trivial left G-action. As explained in [18, page 206], there is the inhomogeneous

bar resolution of pZ, which is a free resolution of pZ that in each degree l is L̃l, the
free profinite left pZrrGss-module on the profinite space Gl. If A is a profinite right
pZrrGss-module, then its continuous group homology is the homology of a complex
that in each degree l is Apb

pZrrGss
L̃l. Thus, there are parallels between the chain com-

plex whose homology gives Ep,q
2 and the computation of continuous group homology

with the inhomogeneous bar resolution of pZ. These parallels suggest that Ep,q
2 is

Hc
ppG, πqpXqq and the isomorphism in (14) confirms that this is the case.
Now we give the result that follows from Theorem 5.5 by applying (14).

Corollary 5.6. Let G be a profinite group and let X “ holimiXi be an SrrGss-
module. Suppose that for every integer t, the inverse system tπtpXiqui consists of
profinite groups and continuous homomorphisms. Also, suppose that for all t and
each i, the induced action of the discrete group G{Ni on πtpXiq is continuous. Then
the homotopy orbit spectral sequence has the form

Ep,q
2 – Hc

ppG, πqpXqq ùñ πp`qpXhGq.

The following result – an easy consequence of the proofs of Theorems 5.4 and 5.5
– is a distillation of the key steps in these two proofs.

Theorem 5.7. Let G be a profinite group and suppose that X “ holimiXi is an
SrrGss-module. If

lims

i
πqpXiqrpG{Niq

ls “ 0, for all s ą 0, q P Z, and l ě 0,

and there is an isomorphism

Hp

”

lim
i

pπqpXiqrpG{Niq
˚sq

ı

– lim
i
HppπqpXiqrpG{Niq

˚sq, for all p ě 0, q P Z,

then there is a homotopy orbit spectral sequence of the form

Ep,q
2 – lim

i
HppG{Ni, πqpXiqq ùñ πp`qpXhGq.

6. The homotopy orbit spectral sequence when G is countably
based

Now we study the homotopy orbit spectral sequence of Theorem 5.2 in the case
when the profinite group G is countably based. In the following remark, we lay out
a homological construction, a special case of which is used in our next result, Theo-
rem 6.3.
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Remark 6.1. Let J be a directed poset, and let tAj
˚u be a J-indexed inverse system of

chain complexes Aj
˚ in Chě0, the category of non-negatively graded chain complexes

in Ab (the category of abelian groups): tAj
˚u is an object in pChě0qJ

op

, the category
of functors Jop Ñ Chě0. For each j P J , dj˚ denotes the differentials of Aj

˚: for every
k ě 1, each djk is a homomorphism Aj

k Ñ Aj
k´1. Notice that for s ě 0, the fact that

the functor lims

J
p´q : AbJop

Ñ Ab is additive means that whenever k ě 1, for the

morphisms tdjk`1u, tdjku in AbJop

, we have

plims

J
tdjkuq ˝ plims

J
tdjk`1uq “ lims

J
tdjk ˝ djk`1u “ lims

J
t0: Aj

k`1 Ñ Aj
k´1u

“ p0: lims

j
Aj

k`1 Ñ lims

j
Aj

k´1q.

It follows that for every s ě 0, lims

J
p´q extends to a functor

lims

J
p´q : pChě0qJ

op

Ñ Chě0, tAj
˚u ÞÑ lims

J
tAj

˚u “ lims

j
Aj

˚,

where for each k ě 0,

plims

j
Aj

˚qk :“ lims

j
Aj

k

defines the group of chains of the chain complex lims
j A

j
˚ in degree k. Thus, for each

p, s ě 0, one can form

Hp

„

lims

j
Aj

˚

ȷ

“ Hp

„

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ lims

j
Aj

k Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ lims

j
Aj

1 Ñ lims

j
Aj

0

ȷ

,

the pth homology of the complex lims
j A

j
˚.

To help with understanding our next result, we recall the following. If G is any
profinite group and holimiXi is an SrrGss-module, then for each i, there is the sim-
plicial spectrum pXirpG{Niq

‚sqf, so that as in the proof of Theorem 5.5, for every
integer q, there is an isomorphism

␣

πqppXirpG{Niq
˚sqfq

(

–
␣

πqpXiqrpG{Niq
˚s
(

(15)

in pChě0qptiuopq, the category of tiu-indexed inverse systems of non-negatively graded
chain complexes. In (15), the left-hand side is the diagram of Moore complexes and
on the right-hand side, each complex πqpXiqrpG{Niq

˚s is defined as in Definition 5.1.

Remark 6.2. We define some helpful notation. When an exact sequence in Ab of the
form A Ñ B Ñ C extends beyond a single line, we write it as

A Ñ B ´¨¨¨

Ñ C.

We recall from Definition 1.8 and Remark 1.9 that “let holimiXi be a countably
based SrrGss-module” means that G is a countably based profinite group, there is a
fixed descending chain tNiuiě0 of open normal subgroups of G with G – limiě0G{Ni,
and there is a tower tXiuiě0 of G-spectra and G-equivariant maps, such that the pair
ptXiuiě0,holimiXiq is an SrrGss-module.
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Theorem 6.3. Let X “ holimiXi be a countably based SrrGss-module. For the E2-
term of the homotopy orbit spectral sequence

Ep,q
2 “ Hppπqpholim

i
pXirpG{Niq

˚sqfqq ùñ πp`qpXhGq

and the tower
␣

πqpXiqrpG{Niq
˚s
(

of chain complexes, where q is any integer, there
is a long exact sequence

¨ ¨ ¨
B

ÝÑ Hp

”

lim1

i
πq`1pXiqrpG{Niq

˚s

ı

Ñ Ep,q
2 Ñ Hp

”

lim
i
πqpXiqrpG{Niq

˚s

ı

´¨¨¨

B
ÝÑ Hp´1

”

lim1

i
πq`1pXiqrpG{Niq

˚s

ı

Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H1

”

lim
i
πqpXiqrpG{Niq

˚s

ı

´¨¨¨

B
ÝÑ H0

”

lim1

i
πq`1pXiqrpG{Niq

˚s

ı

Ñ E0,q
2 Ñ H0

”

lim
i
πqpXiqrpG{Niq

˚s

ı

B
ÝÑ 0.

Proof. Let q be any integer. For each l ě 0, there is the Milnor short exact sequence

0� lim1

i
πq`1pXiqrpG{Niq

ls �πqpholim
i

pXirpG{Niq
lsqfq � lim

i
πqpXiqrpG{Niq

ls � 0.

As explained in Remark 6.1, lim1

i
πq`1pXiqrpG{Niq

˚s is a chain complex, so that by

letting l vary, the above Milnor short exact sequences give the short exact sequence

0� lim1

i
πq`1pXiqrpG{Niq

˚s �πqpholim
i

pXirpG{Niq
˚sqfq � lim

i
πqpXiqrpG{Niq

˚s � 0

of chain complexes, and associated to this last short exact sequence is the desired
long exact sequence of homology groups.

Now we show that the “term on the left” in “the degree zero row” of the long exact
sequence of Theorem 6.3 can be simplified. We use the standard notation that if K
is an abstract group, then

p´qK : ZrKsMod Ñ Ab, M ÞÑ MK

is the right exact coinvariants functor from K-modules to abelian groups whose left
derived functors are group homology. Thus, for any K-moduleM , there is an isomor-
phism H0pK,Mq – MK .

Theorem 6.4. Suppose that holimiXi is a countably based SrrGss-module. Then
there is an isomorphism

H0

”

lim1

i
πq`1pXiqrpG{Niq

˚s

ı

– lim1

i
pπq`1pXiqqG{Ni

,

where q is any integer and the right-hand side is lim1
i p´q applied to a tower of various

coinvariants.

Proof. For each i ě 0, there is the commutative diagram

πq`1pXi`1qrG{Ni`1s

��

di`1
1 // πq`1pXi`1q

��

πi`1
// πq`1pXi`1q{impdi`1

1 q

��

// 0

��
πq`1pXiqrG{Nis

di
1 // πq`1pXiq

πi
// πq`1pXiq{impdi1q // 0,

with both rows exact, for the following reasons: (a) the commutative square on the
left is just a piece of the tower of chain complexes tπq`1pXjqrpG{Njq˚sujě0, showing
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the first differential for the complex at heights i and i` 1; (b) the homomorphisms
πi and πi`1 are the canonical maps to the respective cokernels; and (c) the map
between these two cokernels is the unique map induced by the first two vertical maps
on the left (this uses the exactness of the rows). Letting i vary implies that there is
the diagram

tπq`1pXiqrG{Nisu
tdi

1u
ÝÝÝÑ tπq`1pXiqu

tπi
u

ÝÝÝÑ tπq`1pXiq{impdi1qu Ñ t0u, (16)

with exact rows, in the category towpAbq of towers of abelian groups.
Now suppose that

t0u Ñ tAiu Ñ tBiu Ñ tCiu Ñ t0u

is a short exact sequence in towpAbq. Then the sequence

0 Ñ lim
i
Ai Ñ lim

i
Bi Ñ lim

i
Ci Ñ lim1

i
Ai Ñ lim1

i
Bi Ñ lim1

i
Ci Ñ 0

is exact, so that the additive functor lim1
i : towpAbq Ñ Ab is right exact. Thus,

applying lim1
i p´q to diagram (16) gives the exact sequence

lim1

i
πq`1pXiqrG{Nis

lim1
i di

1
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ lim1

i
πq`1pXiq

lim1
i πi

ÝÝÝÝÝÑ lim1

i
πq`1pXiq{impdi1q Ñ 0,

and hence,

H0

”

lim1

i
πq`1pXiqrpG{Niq

˚s

ı

“
`

lim1

i
πq`1pXiq

˘

{implim1

i
di1q

– lim1

i
πq`1pXiq{impdi1q

“ lim1

i
H0pπq`1pXiqrpG{Niq

˚sq

– lim1

i
H0pG{Ni, πq`1pXiqq,

as desired.

Our next result can help with computing the homology groups

H˚

”

lim1

i
πq`1pXiqrpG{Niq

˚s

ı

in Theorem 6.3.

Theorem 6.5. For any q P Z and each l ě 0, the lth group of chains in the chain
complex lim1

i πqpXiqrpG{Niq
˚s that appears in Theorem 6.3 satisfies the isomorphism

lim1

i
πqpXiqrpG{Niq

ls – lim
j

`

plim1

i
πqpXiqqrpG{Njqls

˘

,

where the limit lim
j

above is indexed by tju “ tiu and, for each j, the expression

plim1

i
πqpXiqqrpG{Njqls on the right-hand side is

À

pG{Njqlplim
1

i
πqpXiqq.

Proof. Let l ě 0 be fixed. By [1, Lemma 1.10], there is the identity

lim1

i
πqpXiqrpG{Niq

ls “ lim1

j,i
πqpXiqrpG{Njqls,

where the last expression is the first derived functor of limit for double towers. Then
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by [4, page 429], there is a short exact sequence

0 Ñ lim1

j

`

lim
i

pπqpXiqrpG{Njqlsq
˘

Ñ lim1

i
πqpXiqrpG{Niq

ls ´¨¨¨

Ñ lim
j

`

lim1

i
pπqpXiqrpG{Njqlsq

˘

Ñ 0.

Notice that there are isomorphisms

lim1

j

`

lim
i

pπqpXiqrpG{Njqlsq
˘

– lim1

j

`

lim
i

ś

pG{NjqlπqpXiq
˘

– lim1

j

ś

pG{Njql limi
πqpXiq – lim1

j
plim

i
πqpXiqqrpG{Njqls “ 0,

where the last step applies the fact that the penultimate expression is lim1
j applied

to a tower of surjections. Then the short exact sequence yields

lim1

i
πqpXiqrpG{Niq

ls – lim
j

`

lim1

i
pπqpXiqrpG{Njqlsq

˘

– lim
j

š

pG{Njql lim
1

i
πqpXiq – lim

j

`

plim1

i
πqpXiqqrpG{Njqls

˘

,

where the second isomorphism follows from the fact that the functor lim1
i p´q is

additive and for each fixed j, the tower tπqpXiqrpG{Njqlsui is the finite coproduct
š

pG{NjqltπqpXiqui in the functor category Abptiuopq.

Remark 6.6. Given a countably based SrrGss-module holimiXi, Theorem 6.3 imme-
diately yields that if there is an integer q for which lim1

i
πq`1pXiqrpG{Niq

ls “ 0, for all

l ě 0, then for each p ě 0, there is an isomorphism Ep,q
2

–
ÝÑ Hp

”

lim
i
πqpXiqrpG{Niq

˚s

ı

.

The following result is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 6.5 and Remark 6.6.

Corollary 6.7. Let holimiXi be a countably based SrrGss-module. If q is an integer
such that lim1

i
πq`1pXiq “ 0, then for the E2-term of the homotopy orbit spectral

sequence, there is an isomorphism

Ep,q
2

–
ÝÑ Hp

”

lim
i
πqpXiqrpG{Niq

˚s

ı

,

for each p ě 0.

Theorem 6.8. Let q be any integer and suppose that X “ holimiXi is a countably
based SrrGss-module. If the towers tπqpXiqui and tπq`1pXiqui are diagrams in the
category of compact Hausdorff abelian groups, and for every i, the action of the dis-
crete group G{Ni on πqpXiq is continuous, then the E2-term of the homotopy orbit
spectral sequence satisfies the isomorphism

E˚,q
2 – lim

i
H˚pG{Ni, πqpXiqq

of non-negatively graded abelian groups.

Proof. Notice that lim1
i πq`1pXiq “ 0. Then Corollary 6.7 yields an isomorphism

E˚,q
2 – H˚

”

limi πqpXiqrpG{Niq
˚s

ı

of non-negatively graded abelian groups. As in the

proof of Theorem 5.5, the tower tπqpXiqrpG{Niq
˚sui of chain complexes lives in

CHA. The argument in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 5.5 completes
the proof.
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The next result is a consequence of Corollary 6.7, [24, Theorem 3.5.8], and (13).

Theorem 6.9. Let q be any integer and let X “ holimiXi be a countably based
SrrGss-module. Also, let E˚,˚

2 denote the E2-term of its homotopy orbit spectral
sequence. If lim1

i πq`1pXiq “ 0 and, for each l ě 0, the tower tπqpXiqrpG{Niq
lsui sat-

isfies the Mittag-Leffler condition, then there is the short exact sequence

0 Ñ lim1

i
H˚`1pG{Ni, πqpXiqq Ñ E˚,q

2 Ñ lim
i
H˚pG{Ni, πqpXiqq Ñ 0

of non-negatively graded abelian groups.

Remark 6.10. By [24, Corollary 6.5.10], when K is a finite group and M is a finitely
generated K-module, HppK,Mq is finite for all p ą 0. Thus, when the hypotheses of
Theorem 6.9 hold and additionally, for each i, πqpXiq is a finitely generated G{Ni-
module, the map E˚,q

2 Ñ limiH˚pG{Ni, πqpXiqq is an isomorphism.

7. Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra and their homotopy orbits

Let G be any profinite group and, as in Definition 1.10, let tAiu be a nice inverse
system of G-modules with respect to the collection tNiu of open normal subgroups.

Let Γ: Ch` Ñ spAbq be the functor in the Dold-Kan correspondence from Ch`,
the category of chain complexes C˚ with Cn “ 0 for n ă 0, to spAbq, the category
of simplicial abelian groups (see, for example, [9, Chapter III, Corollary 2.3]). Also,
if A is an abelian group, let Ar´ns be the chain complex that is A in degree n and
zero elsewhere.

Given the inverse system tAiu, we explain how to form the inverse system tHpAiqu

of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra, by following the construction given in [11]. Then the
pair ptHpAiqu,holimiHpAiqq is an SrrGss-module. By functoriality, for each k ě 0,
tΓpAir´ksqu is an inverse system of simplicial G-modules and G-equivariant maps,
such that, for each i, ΓpAir´ksq is the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space KpAi, kq and
ΓpAir´ksq is a simplicial G{Ni-module. Furthermore, by taking 0 as the basepoint,
each ΓpAir´ksq is a pointed simplicial set.

For each i, we define the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum HpAiq by pHpAiqqk “

ΓpAir´ksq, so that π0pHpAiqq “ Ai and πnpHpAiqq “ 0, when n ‰ 0. Then, by func-
toriality, tHpAiqu is an inverse system of G-spectra and G-equivariant maps, such
that each HpAiq is a G{Ni-spectrum. Since each pHpAiqqk is a fibrant simplicial set
and each HpAiq is an Ω-spectrum (see, for example, [11, Example 21]), HpAiq is a
fibrant spectrum. These facts imply the following result.

Lemma 7.1. If G is any profinite group and tAiu is a nice inverse system of G-
modules with respect to tNiu, then the pair ptHpAiqu,holimiHpAiqq is an SrrGss-
module.

By Theorem 5.2, there is the homotopy orbit spectral sequence

Ep,q
2 ùñ πp`qppholim

i
HpAiqqhGq.

For each l ě 0, there is the homotopy spectral sequence

lEs,t
2 ùñ πt´spholim

i
pHpAiqrpG{Niq

lsqfq,
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where

lEs,t
2 “ lims

i
πtppHpAiqrpG{Niq

lsqfq – lims

i
πtpHpAiqqrpG{Niq

ls

“

#

0, if t ‰ 0;

lim
i

sAirpG{Niq
ls, if t “ 0,

so that this homotopy spectral sequence collapses, giving

πqpholim
i

pHpAiqrpG{Niq
lsqfq – lim

i

qAirpG{Niq
ls, q P Z.

In this last isomorphism, for each q ă 0, the right-hand side is 0. Using the notation
of Remark 6.1, we conclude that when G is any profinite group and tAiu is a nice
inverse system ofG-modules for tNiu, then the E2-term of the homotopy orbit spectral
sequence has the form

Ep,q
2 –

#

Hp

”

lim
i

qAirpG{Niq
˚s

ı

, q ě 0;

0, q ă 0,
(17)

where

AirpG{Niq
˚s :“ π0pHpAiqqrpG{Niq

˚s, for each i,

is defined as in Definition 5.1.
Below, if K is a finite group and M is a K-module, then HppK,Mq “ 0, whenever

p ă 0.

Theorem 7.2. Let G be a profinite group and let tAiu be a nice inverse system of G-
modules with respect to tNiu. If the E2-term of the homotopy orbit spectral sequence
for the SrrGss-module holimiHpAiq satisfies the isomorphism

Ep,q
2 – lim

i
HppG{Ni, πqpHpAiqqq

for all p ě 0, q P Z, then there is the Z-graded isomorphism

π˚ppholim
i

HpAiqqhGq – lim
i
H˚pG{Ni, Aiq.

Proof. The isomorphism satisfied by the E2-term implies that

Ep,q
2 –

#

0, if q ‰ 0;

lim
i
HppG{Ni, Aiq, if q “ 0,

so that the homotopy orbit spectral sequence collapses, giving the desired conclu-
sion.

It is straightforward to see that Theorem 5.5, Corollary 5.6, Theorem 6.9, and
Remark 6.10 give conditions that result in the hypotheses of Theorem 7.2 holding.
For example, there is the following result, whose statement makes use of the inverse
system tAirpG{Niq

lsu, for l ě 0, that plays a role in (17).

Corollary 7.3. Let G be a countably based profinite group, with tNiu a descending
chain of open normal subgroups in the sense of p3q, and let tAiu be a nice inverse
system of G-modules with respect to tNiu. If the tower tAirpG{Niq

lsu of abelian groups
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satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition for each l ě 0 and, for each i, Ai is a finitely
generated G{Ni-module, then there is the Z-graded isomorphism

π˚ppholim
i

HpAiqqhGq – lim
i
H˚pG{Ni, Aiq.

Proof. Let q be an integer. The tower tπq`1pHpAiqqu is either tπ0pHpAiqqu – tAiu,
which satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition, or the tower t0u, which is the trivial
group in each level, and so for all q, lim1

i πq`1pHpAiqq “ 0. Also, given any integer q
and any l ě 0, the tower tπqpHpAiqqrpG{Niq

lsu is either

tπ0pHpAiqqrpG{Niq
lsu – tAirpG{Niq

lsu

or t0u, both of which satisfy the Mittag-Leffler condition.
Now let p ą 0 and let i be arbitrary: as in Remark 6.10,

HppG{Ni, π0pHpAiqqq – HppG{Ni, Aiq

is finite, and if q ‰ 0, HppG{Ni, πqpHpAiqqq “ 0. Thus, for every p ą 0 and each q,
lim1

i HppG{Ni, πqpHpAiqqq “ 0. These observations, together with Theorem 6.9, imply
that Theorem 7.2 applies.
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